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Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) FROM
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DETAILED ACTION

1 . This action is responsive to communications: Application filed on 7/9/01

.

2. Claims 1 - 51 are pending in the case. Claims 1, 10, 20, 35, 50, and 51 are

independent.

Priority

3. Applicant is advised of possible benefits under 35 U.S.C. 1 19(a)-(d), wherein an

application for patent filed in the United States may be entitled to the benefit of the filing

date of a prior application filed in a foreign country.

4. Receipt is acknowledged of papers submitted under 35 U.S.C. 1 19(a)-(d), which

papers have been placed of record in the file.

5. Should applicant desire to obtain the benefit of foreign priority under 35

U.S.C. 1 19(a)-(d) prior to declaration of an interference, a translation of the foreign

application should be submitted under 37 CFR 1 .55 in reply to this action.

Claim Objections

6. Claims 4, 5, 7, 11, and 1 2 are objected to because of the following informalities:

the claims each recite "further comprising the step," which already exists in the parent

claim(s); the appropriate phase would be to use "wherein the step ..." so as to clearly

illustrate to the reader the further limitations put on it. Appropriate correction is required.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

7. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
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invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

8. Claims 1 - 5, 10 - 14, 20 - 24, 29 - 32, 35 - 40 and 46 - 51 are rejected under

35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Brobst et al. (US 6061700 A).

9. Regarding independent claim 20, Brobst et al. teach that the method and

apparatus of the present invention has particular applicability to formatting web pages

on the Internet ...A user that wishes to access information on the Internet 170 typically

has a computer workstation 200 that executes an application program known as a web

browser 210. Under the control of web browser 210, workstation 200 sends a request

for a web page over the Internet 170 (Column 2, lines 54-61) and that a web server

computer system 220 executes a web server application 222, monitors requests, and

services requests for which it has responsibility. When a request specifies web server

220f web server application 222 generally accesses a web page corresponding to the

specific request, and transmits the page to the user's workstation 200 (Column 3, lines 5

-11), which provide for inputting document information composed of a plurality of

elements, from a document information source (Internet). Brobst et al. also teach

that according to the present invention, an apparatus and method for formatting a

specified group of related web pages into a single web page is disclosed. A user

defines a number of selected pages and associated relation criteria for each selected

page. A formatting mechanism collects the URLs for the selected pages and those

related pages based on the relation criteria and stores the URLs in a URL container.

The formatting mechanism further invokes each web page associated to the URLs

contained in the URL container and generates a conglomerate page. The conglomerate
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web page may include data insert into or referenced in one or more of the selected

pages. The conglomerate web page may then be printed using a standard browser

print function (Column 1 , line 66 - Column 2, line 12), which provide for evaluating a

degree of significance {relation criteria) of each element included in said document

information; and generating an output document (conglomerate web page), on

which a plurality of selected elements are placed in the decreasing significance

order. Brobst et al. do not explicitly teach a decreasing significance order. However,

it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

to be motivated to use the invention of Brobst et al. to provide for selecting an element

among said plurality of elements in a decreasing significance order, since Brobst

et al. do teach that the relation criteria is an important element in the formatting process

because it defines the requisite association that must exist between a number of URLs

to be deemed "related" URLs and therefore defines which pages to include in the

flattened page (Column 5, lines 33 - 37). Thus, the skilled artisan would be motivated to

modify the invention so that the users retrieve only the information set by their criteria.

10. Regarding dependent claims 21, 22 and 36, Brobst et al. teach that because

apparatus 500 flattens many lined web pages into a single conglomerate web page, the

standard print function supplied with any browser will print the conglomerate web page.

The function of mechanisms 540-560 may best be understood with relation to the flow

diagram of FIG. 6 (Column 6, lines 48 - 53), which provide for outputting said output

document to an image outputting device or an image transmission device, that

said image outputting device is a printing device or a display device, and said
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image transmission device is a facsimile device, and an output unit outputting

said document information whose information content is reduced, to a storage

device (Fig 1.180).

1 1 . Regarding dependent claims 23 and 24, Brobst et al. teach that suitable

relation criteria for relating URLs include: whether or not the URLs are on the same web

server; whether a specific search word appears in the web URLs search list; whether

there is a link between the URLs; or whether the URLs have the same base address

(Column 6, lines 1 - 5), which provide that said evaluation unit evaluates the degree

of significance for said each element included in said document information,

based on significance defining information described in said document

information, and that said evaluation unit evaluates the degree of significance for

said each element included in said document information, based on a fixed

significance-evaluating standard.

12. Regarding dependent claim 46, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 29, and is rejected along the same rationale.

1 3. Regarding dependent claim 47, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 30, and is rejected along the same rationale.

14. Regarding dependent claims 29 - 32, 48 and 49, Brobst et al. teach that

referring to FIG. 1, a computer system 100 in accordance with the present invention

includes a processor 110, a main memory 120, a mass storage interface 140, and a

network interface 150, ail connected by a system bus 160, Those skilled in the art will

appreciate that this system encompasses all types of computer systems: personal
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computers, midrange computers, mainframes, etc. Note that many additions,

modifications, and deletions can be made to this computer system 100 within the scope

of the invention. Examples of possible additions include: a computer monitor, a

keyboard, a cache memory, and peripheral devices such as printers (Column 3, lines 43

- 54), which provide that said document- information processing device includes

said document information source {Internet), said document- information

processing device is connected to said document information source through a

network, said document- information processing device includes said image

outputting device or said image transmission device (a computer monitor ... and

peripheral devices such as printers), said document- information processing device

is connected to said image outputting device or said image transmission device

through a network, said document- information processing device includes said

storage device, said document- information processing device is connected to

said storage device through a network.

15. Regarding independent claim 35, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 20, and is rejected along the same rationale.

16. Regarding dependent claim 37, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 23, and is rejected along the same rationale.

17. Regarding dependent claim 38, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 24
T
and is rejected along the same rationale.

18. Regarding dependent claims 39 and 40, Brobst et al. teach that how these

attributes are processed depends on the relation criteria specified by the user... the
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user may specify a relation criteria that includes all URLs that have the FOLLOW

attribute, excludes those that have a NOFOLLOW attribute, and excludes those that

have a SHOULDFOLLOW attribute. In yet another alternative, URLs with a FOLLOW

or SHOULDFOLLOW attribute are included in the conglomerate web page while the

URLs that have the NOFOLLOW attribute are expressly excluded (Column 10, lines 16

- 27), which provide that said process unit eliminates an element whose degree of

significance is lower than a specific significance level and that said specific

significance level differs with an attribute of said each element.

19. Regarding independent claim 50, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 20, and is rejected along the same rationale.

20. Regarding independent claim 51 , the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 20, and is rejected along the same rationale.

21 . Regarding independent claim 1 , the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 20, and is rejected along the same rationale.

22. Regarding dependent claim 2, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 21, and is rejected along the same rationale.

23. Regarding dependent claim 3, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 22, and is rejected along the same rationale.

24. Regarding dependent claim 4, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 23, and is rejected along the same rationale.

25. Regarding dependent claim 5, the claim incorporates substantially similar

i

subject matter as claim 24, and is rejected along the same rationale.
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26. Regarding independent claim 10, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 20, and is rejected along the same rationale.

27. Regarding dependent claim 1 1 , the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 23, and is rejected along the same rationale.

28. Regarding dependent claim 12, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 24, and is rejected along the same rationale.

29. Regarding dependent claim 13, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 39, and is rejected along the same rationale.

30. Regarding dependent claim 14, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 40, and is rejected along the same rationale.

31. Claims 6-9, 15- 19, 25-28, 33, 34 and 41 -45 are rejected under 35
'

U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Brobst et al. (US 6061700 A) as applied to

claims 1 - 5, 10 - 14, 20 - 24, 29 - 32, 35 - 40 and 46 - 51 above, and further in view

of Miyashita (JP 08255255 A).

32. Regarding dependent claims 25 - 28, 33 and 34, Brobst et al. illustrate in Fig 1

that said output constraint information is set through a network (Fig. 1 .150). Brobst

et al. do not explicitly teach limits ... based on a predetermined page size and a

predetermined number of pages of said output document. However, Miyashita does

teach that in an importance detection part 210, the importance of each element

composing a document is determined. In an element width calculation part 220, the

height of each element is conformed to the height of a rectangular area, the width of
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each element according to the height is calculated and the width of a sentence element

is adjusted so that the lengths of all the elements may be matched with the lengths of all

rectangular areas. In an element temporary arranging part 230, each element is

successively arranged on the column of a prescribed rectangular area in order. In an

arrangement adjusting part 240, the element arranged in each rectangular area is

adjusted so that the element may be properly stored in each rectangular area by

selecting an element for adjustment from the elements arranged in each rectangular

area and performing adjustments by eliminating/deleting/dividing/reducing the part of

the width of the element for adjustment, based on the importance for each element.

Normally, the element with low importance is selected as the element for adjustment

(Constitution), which provide for said process unit limits the element to be placed on

said output document, based on a predetermined page size and a predetermined

number of pages of said output document, which are specified by output

constraint information, that said process unit limits the element to be placed on

said output document so that a total space occupied by said plurality of selected

elements on said output document is less than or equal to a space limit

determined by the page size and the number of pages, that said process unit

continues selecting the element until said total space exceeds said space limit,

and eliminates a most-recently selected element from said output document, that

said process unit continues selecting the element until said total space exceeds

said space limit, and reduces a size of at least a part of said plurality of selected

elements so that said total space becomes less than or equal to said space limit,
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and a setting unit setting said output constraint information, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine the

invention of Brobst et al. with that of Miyashita because such a combination would allow

the users of Brobst et al. the benefit of providing a document information display device

arranging document information including characters, drawings and pictures, etc., within

the limited area of a display device so that contents may be easy to be recognized and

displaying the document information (Purpose).

33. Regarding dependent claim 6, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 25, and is rejected along the same rationale.

34. Regarding dependent claim 7, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 26, and is rejected along the same rationale.

35. Regarding dependent claim 8, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 27, and is rejected along the same rationale.

36. Regarding dependent claim 9, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 28, and is rejected along the same rationale.

37. Regarding dependent claims 41 and 42, neither Brobst et al. nor Miyashita

explicitly teach keeping a text element and eliminating a non-text element.

However, Miyashita does teach that in an arrangement adjusting part 240, the element

arranged in each rectangular area is adjusted so that the element may be properly

stored in each rectangular area by selecting an element for adjustment from the

elements arranged in each rectangular area and performing adjustments by

eliminating/deleting/dividing/reducing the part of the width of the element for adjustment,
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based on the importance for each element. Normally, the element with low importance

is selected as the element for adjustment (Constitution). The skilled artisan would be

motivated to modify the combined invention of Brobst et al. and Miyashita to provide

that the specific significance level of a non-text element is higher than that of a

text element, and that said process unit keeps a text element, and eliminates a

non-text element, by providing the user with the option to set all of the non-text

elements as having a higher or lower importance than the text elements in order to

allow the user the option of a limited text or limited image conglomerate page because

of the user's limited computing resources. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine the invention of Brobst et al. with

that of Miyashita because such a combination would allow the users of Brobst et al. the

benefit of providing a document information display device arranging document

information including characters, drawings and pictures, etc., within the limited area of a

display device so that contents may be easy to be recognized and displaying the

document information (Purpose).

38. Regarding dependent claims 43 and 44, neither Brobst et al. nor Miyashita

explicitly teach compression method or rate. However, Miyashita does teach that in

an arrangement adjusting part 240, the element arranged in each rectangular area is

adjusted so that the element may be properly stored in each rectangular area by .

selecting an element for adjustment from the elements arranged in each rectangular

area and performing adjustments by eliminating/deleting/dividing/reducing the part of

the width of the element for adjustment, based on the importance for each element.
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Normally, the element with low importance is selected as the element for adjustment

(Constitution). The skilled artisan would be motivated to modify the combined invention

of Brobst et al. and Miyashita to provide that said process unit compresses a non-

text element by using a compression method corresponding to the degree of

significance of said non-text element, and that said process unit compresses a

non-text element at a compression rate corresponding to the degree of

significance of said non-text element, since Miyashita teaches reducing and so that

the skilled artisan can provide his users with a conglomerate page that a user with

limited computing resources can output on his display without using a lot of memory. It

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

combine the invention of Brobst et al. with that of Miyashita because such a

combination would allow the users of Brobst et al. the benefit of providing a document

information display device arranging document information including characters,

drawings and pictures, etc., within the limited area of a display device so that contents

may be easy to be recognized and displaying the document information (Purpose).

39. Regarding dependent claim 45, neither Brobst et al. nor Miyashita explicitly

teach first and significance level. However, Brobst et al. do teach that how these

attributes are processed depends on the relation criteria specified by the user... the

user may specify a relation criteria that includes all URLs that have the FOLLOW

attribute, excludes those that have a NOFOLLOW attribute, and excludes those that

have a SHOULDFOLLOW attribute. In yet another alternative, URLs with a FOLLOW

or SHOULDFOLLOW attribute are included in the conglomerate web page while the
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URLs that have the NOFOLLOW attribute are expressly excluded (Column 10, lines 16

- 27), and Miyashita does teach that in an arrangement adjusting part 240, the element

arranged in each rectangular area is adjusted so that the element may be properly

stored in each rectangular area by selecting an element for adjustment from the

elements arranged in each rectangular area and performing adjustments by

eliminating/deleting/dividing/reducing the part of the width of the element for adjustment,

based on the importance for each element. Normally, the element with low importance

is selected as the element for adjustment (Constitution). The skilled artisan would be

motivated to modify the combined invention of Brobst et al. and Miyashita to provide

that said process unit eliminates a text element whose degree of significance is

lower than a first significance level, and compresses a non-text element whose

degree of significance is lower than a second significance level, since the skilled

artisan can modify the combined invention to allow the user to set the text elements

below the relation criteria to the NOFOLLOW attribute and the non-text elements below

the relation criteria to the SHOULDFOLLOW attribute and compress the non-text

elements so as to provide the user with a conglomerate page that a user with limited

computing resources can output on his display without using a lot of memory, and

making the user not feel as if he has limited resources. It would have been obvious to

one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to combine the invention of

Brobst et al. with that of Miyashita because such a combination would allow the users of

Brobst et al. the benefit of providing a document information display device arranging

document information including characters, drawings and pictures, etc., within the
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limited area of a display device so that contents may be easy to be recognized and

displaying the document information (Purpose).

40. Regarding dependent claim 15, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 41 , and is rejected along the same rationale.

41 . Regarding dependent claim 16, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 42, and is rejected along the same rationale.

42. Regarding dependent claim 17, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 43, and is rejected along the same rationale.

43. Regarding dependent claim 18, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 44, and is rejected along the same rationale.

44. Regarding dependent claim 19, the claim incorporates substantially similar

subject matter as claim 45, and is rejected along the same rationale.

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Nathan Hillery whose telephone number is (703) 305-

4502 until 10/19/2004 and (571) 272-4091 after 10/19/2004. The examiner can

normally be reached on M - F, 6:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m..

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Joseph H. Feild can be reached on (703) 305-9792 until 10/20/2004 and

(571) 272-4090 after 10/20/2004. The fax phone number for the organization where this

application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).


